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THE KNOWLEDGE
BASE OF
FUTURES
STUDIES AS AN
EVOLVING PROCESS
Richard A Slaughter

The knowledge base of futures studies (FS) is a new development in the field.
It emerged in response to a need for greater clarity about what might constitute
the core concerns and features of FS. The article considers a rationale for the
development of a knowledge base, the evolution of the present model and some
ways in which the model will be further altered through critique, innovation,
synthesis and the emergence of new voices. It is suggested that far from being a
monolithic entity driven by ‘Western’ interests, the knowledge base is a dynamic
process that will evolve over time. In so doing it will become less ‘Western’
and more truly global.
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and more timely

a new and original

to promote

out better

social

are

a prime

and present

be in the form of new courses,

FS and carrying

at

(and there have

on the basis of strong

That is, a way of drawing

out of collective

on

and supported

In such circumstances

in doubt.

phenomenon.

work

readily

issue on I never doubted

idea to reality

If the KBFS succeeds, it will

world.

students,

flowed

the end is never

of the ‘bootstraps’

manifestation

saw the point

the difficulties

on the part of all concerned.

met and solved;

example

people

It was just a case of finding

not want to overlook

the fact is that the project

and commitment

simply

more

and cooperate

reason why the KBFS project

from the time of the Futures special

I would

each stage. While
been many)

as it has was that many

Second,

that the project

belief

as a community

that make sense to them. The single most significant

futures

more

research,

innovations.

The knowledge base as an evolving process
As stated above,

the KBFS is not a monolithic

Over

elements

time

some

new elements

will

that is, through:

will

become

entity;

redundant,

rather,
others

it is a continuous
will

grow

more

be added.19 There are at least four ways that this process

critique,

innovation,

new voices

process.

central

and

may occur;

and synthesis.

Critique
Critique

is vital for a growing

of friends
soothe

and associates,

egos and perpetuate

methodology

field such as FS. Without

the main

in its own

purpose

the status quo.

right.

In my view,

than some of the early futures-related
then proclaimed
cal and cultural
lated

my own

‘solutions’
interests.
critique.

of which

it FS becomes
is to promote

So for me critique
there

books which

on the basis of wholly

is little
boldly

is a vital

that is more
diagnosed

unexamined

enough,

interests,

counterproductive
maladies

economic,

of such work

this led in time

to

part of FS and a

global

social,

It was the very taken-for-grantedness
Significantly

a kind of ‘cosy club’
personal

and

techni-

that stimu-

to the development

of a

is a necessary stage
perspective
that I called ‘critical futures studies’.*O Hence critique
which, properly understood
and used, leads on to further developments.
This is a crucial
point.

Critique

the modus

should

not be seen as unwelcome,

operandi of any intelligent

provision
for quality control.
I refer to critique as a methodology

approach
because,

or as a necessary
to futures,

evil,

but as part of

and part of its own

in a critical

futures

approach,

internal
several

levels of futures work can be distinguished.
I call the levels: pop futurism, problem*’ Following
this suggestion, lnayatullah
and Wildoriented, critical and epistemological.
man have developed
phenomena
different

an approach

in breadth

cultural

that they call ‘layered

and depth

and epistemological

causal analysis’

which

considers

according

to different approaches
to knowledge
and
assumptions. ** Thus critical futures study is not

concerned
merely to criticize; rather it is about the ability to understand problems, issues,
phenomena
in depth. I regard this capacity
to work and to seek understanding
on a
number of levels as part of the growing sophistication
of 19, and part of the grounds for
a confident,
but modest reflexivity
for those working within it.
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More

generally,

development

FS has been critiqued

and growth.

those who

wanted

For example,

to ‘colonize’

to cluster

among

others,

futures

discourse,

around

to what

to free them. 24 Others have
disadvantaged
minorities. 25 However,
and literature.

Critiques

a ‘communication

made

the same

Western

underutilized

insight

from other

cultures

and weaves

sponsors.

with

Western

Nicholson,

regard

to women

critiques

attention

in recent years

view

some of the

to the wealth

Recent work

it into a multi-civilizational

he
and

of most FS work

have highlighted

and civilizations.‘h

from the

from which

character

and also drawn

aspects
expertise

were excluded
backlash’,

point

to its

the use of FS by

ie manipulate

some of the most powerful

approaches
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later as futurist

people

by Sardar and Kim, for example,

of purely

takes up this critique

interests,

by corporate

have been made on the basis of the overwhelmingly
deficiencies

critiqued

decades

and young

he called

sought

own

provided

process:

of ways that are essential

pertinent

out how children

leading

as an evolving

de jouvenel

for their

remains

the honeypot

also pointed

studies

in a number

Bertrand

the future

of it for their own ends.23 This view
continues

base of future

of

by lnayatullah

of what

FS can be.27

Innovation
Robert

Jungk once

told

‘seedbed’

for social

example,

his grassroots

library

in Salzburg,

As I described

approach

innovation),

come to believe

that long-term,
futures

may not be taken
conceptual

innovations

these gather

Hazel

ism, Faith
employed
level,

they

comprehensive

economic

for some time,

up within
to create

busi-

Such works
but they help

worldviews.

a futures

book

way of doing

it further.30

and eventually

of economics

are prefigured

context.

Hence

As some of

new foci for innovative
has led to proposals

work.

for better

indicators.3’

continue

to arise at all levels.

has distilled

a simple

trend-reading

to guide the marketing

strategies

of retail businesses.32 At the problem-oriented

Popcorn
Godet

new

the epistemological
framework.

problems

prob-

that I have

be Paul Hawken’s

imperil

leaders

work.

in describing

of the field

of a different

than

outlooks

can be expected

would

futures

(itself a minor

innovations

Michel

our world

opinion

springing

critique

to most world

rather

in paradigms,

and his colleagues

in the Global Business Network
arios and strategic management.
an elegant

ecology,

feature

example

the essentials

by present-day

Henderson’s

Methodological

solutions

outlines

are constantly

momentum

For example,
and more

seriously

cycle’

paradigm
level,

(see below).

which

in France, and Peter Schwartz

have pioneered

Ken Wilber

At the level of pop futur-

method

new and effective

33 At the critical level Duane
for possible stages of future social

However,

a
for

of a futures

for successful

of the ‘transformative

A good

that with,

and the establishment

this is a basic pattern

systemic,

the earth’s

FS as essentially
proved

are not, by and large, interested

literature.

and sustain changes

he regarded
He certainly

29 This is such a central

of Commerce which

ness such as to sustain
to initiate

futurists

solutions.

in recent

how

innovations.

to futures workshops

Austria. 28 Indeed,

lems, but in exploring

The Ecology

interview

some years ago in my outline

methodological

somewhere

me in a taped

and methodological

gives

us a new way

most of these contributions

Perhaps some of the most fruitful

futures work

can usefully

be

and his colleagues
approaches

to scen-

Elgin has provided
us with
development.34
Finally, at
of looking

at ourselves

are from within
to come

and

a Western

lies in the emergence

of new voices.
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voices

To some extent,

new voices

cultures-women,
growing

young

‘techo-elite’:

subcultures

those

it likely

is, from

non-Western

styles,

have been heard from

people,

of ‘cyberspace’.

believe

who

thrive

While

that still more

has suggested,

that new and substantive
new thinkers,
and original
futures

voices

emerge,
will

Sardar’s

work

each

on the future

preoccupations

civilizations

we would

for futures studies’.j6
ern thinking,

concepts

other

civilizational

Kyoto-based

approaches.37

Future Generations

Chang Kim, who
based

insights.

on

has outlined

Han

but is also working
Such developments

seeking

to establish
will

alter

on it and greatly

source,

I

values

that

and lifeYet, as
It follows

the emergence
As more

ethos,

the present

marks a turning

better,

of
new

so the global

knowledge

base

point

from

mass to build

Alliance

away
cultures.

As

of other

knowledge

base

of non-West-

on FS and in so doing

modifying

of lnayatullah

who

PR Sarkar and used this as a springboard
process can also be seen in the work

38 Similarly,

the

of a distinctively

FGAF was
universities

of FS, diversify

the emerging

inspired

‘future

global

perspec-

by Zen

Buddhist

in China

futures

Tae-

Korean

generations’

the sources

to

of the

(FCAF) and one of its leaders,

a universal

generations

the ‘map’

diverse

be seen in the work

Foundation

to establish

a truly

to see the emergence

all impacting

mystic

of other

studies from the perspective

we can expect

A parallel

enrich

through

cultural

Indeed,

and the

and groups,

of the world.

ones based on a variety

indeed

future

Web

backgrounds.

a particular

some of the implications

philosophy.

It is not only

impacting

of the Indian

of Western

tend to occur

base. This can already

the work

Wide

a different

diversity

civilization

universal

and sensibilities

Western
from the

way.

then have a critical

its ethos and knowledge
has explored

with

of Muslim

From such work

from

non-Western

enriched.

under

Sardar notes, ‘if we can have similar,

emerge

the cultural

from

imbued

to more

will

in FS will

be enormously

is already

within

is one of the main keys to survival.35

artists and others

shows that this process
Western

over

innovations

scholars,

‘conversation’

spell

the World

spread of English,

diversity

groups

have also emerged

to dismiss these categories

voices

The global

cultural

They

on the Internet,

not wanting

original

cultures.

marginalized

the disadvantaged.

has cast a homogenizing

Elmandjra

tive

process:

perspective,

and Australia.‘9
of understanding

discourse.

Synthesis
The potential

for new synthesis

for understanding
metatheory

and action.

for FS. His account

emerges

realized.40

places a new tool

has done

much

and, out of this, new options
to articulate

of how the latter can be related

the humanities
is, I believe, a significant
central, more necessary, to contemporary
widely

from all the above

Jay Ogilvy

The Encyclopedia

step forward.
scholarship

of the Future

in the hands of those wanting

a new

to developments

type

of

within

Essentially it means that FS is more
and social action than has yet been
is another

to explore

act of synthesis

for FS. It

the area and tap some of its

many resources. Wendell Bell’s two-volume
opus, The foundations
of Futures Studies is
another significant
development
which clarifies the area and makes it more accessible
to students4’
Like the KBFS, these are essential tools for an emerging discipline.
However,
some of the most powerful works of synthesis impacting on FS comes from another direction entirely.
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has been carrying out an increasingly

impressive

post-modernism,

to an outlook

is not a futurist.

industrial

that vastly improves

Wilber

published

an elegant solution:

and the relativism

to read its 600+

of

our prospects for a livable future.
insight and a grand synthesist.

sociology,

spirituality

a grand opus, Sex, Ecology and Spirituality

full perspective in great and compelling
scholars are likely

has the capacity to help us

worldview,

Rather, he is a seeker after spiritual

His work ranges widely over science, psychology,
1995

as an evolving

rescue operation that, properly understood,

move beyond the breakdown of the Western
Wilber

studies

detail. Unfortunately

and religion.

which

In

lays out the

only the most dedicated of

pages. So his A Brief History

of Everything provides

an accessible ‘map’ of the larger work which is clear, concise and

profound.
Wilber’s
opment.

cosmic ‘map’ is based on the notion that there are four ‘quadrants’ of devel-

One covers the interior

development

of the individual;

each person’s

own

unique inner world of feeling, emotion, thought and vision. A second covers the external,
or physical, development of the individual.
body and brain function.

Here is the familiar

Next is the interior

development

story of science, biology,

of collective

social entities

from the earliest stages, through the present ‘rational’ period and beyond. Finally
is the stream of external collective development, the physical/social

there

process which leads

from the ‘big bang’ through to the various

stages of social evolution.

sound abstract; but the triumph

work is that he has searched so widely

so thoroughly

of Wilber’s

that what stood before as a confusing

perspectives now stands revealed in a near-universal
due credit to those saints and sages, innovators

tapestry of contending

and

ideas and

perspective. In other words, he gives

and authorities

tures, each of whom strove to bring forth particular

Put thus it may

insights,

in many fields and culand weaves these into a

greater whole.
From this viewpoint Wilber

suggests that a viable path to the future cannot be found

through the further development and evolution
sided and overpowerful
from-or

system

rather, transcending-the

and epistemological

of rationalist

of science and technology.

thought, nor through a oneRather, it lies in escaping

‘flatland’ imposed on us by 300 years of reductionism

ignorance. It lies in acts of recovery in each and every domain: the

recovery of a deeper sense of self, of higher, transcendent, ways of knowing, of states of
social being that go beyond the merely rational, and so on. These are social innovations
because they

par excellence
levels

of futures

tomorrow

understanding

on the bruises

operate at the

of yesterday . . This

to evolve that integrates consciousness,
art, morals,

and science-for

deeper (critical

and action.

In Wilber’s

and epistemological)

words:

‘we cannot

build

means a new form of society will

culture

and nature, and thus finds

personal values, the collective

wisdom,

have

room for

and for technical

knowledge’.42

I have referred to this work at some length because over several years Wilber’s
developing

account has reframed my own thinking

both personal and collective.
provides FS with powerful
sional

thinking

(Western

technique,

about present and future options,

integrates insights from a wide field and
and tools which go beyond one-dimen-

forecasting)

and a single

Here, then, is an emerging basis for big-picture

into the new millenium
developments

new understandings

(eg rationality,

culture).

Such a framework

privileged

thinking

culture

and action

and beyond. Here too is where some of the most substantial

in the KBFS

are likely

to occur.
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Conclusion
A danger

in using the term knowledge

been to suggest differently.
will

be in 2006

searching,
from

base is that one can be trapped

into a metaphorical

that this ‘base’ is a solid and settled one. But the purpose

assumption

or 2056.

reflection,

a shared

also limited

The KBFS in 1996
The present

dialogue

and clarity

to FS which,

synthesis

and winnowing.

understanding

of the current

by the present

is not what

is a personal

as noted,

will

structure

state of development

facilitate

it

process

of

which

emerges

of FS. Naturally,

Yet it brings a new level
further

has

nor what

and collegial

It is a provisional

state of our ignorance.

of this article

it was in 1986,

theoretical

it is

of definition

and applied

develop-

ments.

I have tried to characterize
late 1990s and also to identify
evolution

in the future.

necessary

grounding

gaps and

inconsistencies.

long-standing
of social

some key components

of the KBFS as they appear

some of the processes

that will

In so doing

For me the field

and arguably

namely

and government

departments,

‘wrong’

the implementation

tions.

because
Yet critical

futures

the service of dominant
unhelpful
toward

including

of foresight

of working

the marginalized

problematic

The other challenge
Western

correctness’
to operate,

a combination

and acts of grand

synthesis

oriented phase.
Human societies
ent from the world

developed
picture

which

because

is this insight,
world,
much

and denial

perhaps,

as well

innovation,
FS toward

out of a context

which

involves

within

the emergence
a more

aspirations

the sti-

FS continue

of new

universal

is genuinely

but end in disaster

as the positive

but powerful,

affect us all in the

us at the end of the 20th century.

cannot

by

It is not mere ‘political

the implications

yet come to grips with the significance
of the transformations
in view. The continued
attempt to move into this challenging
ance, drift, fatalism

is still driven

all-too-often

and being.

help to move

before

also be balcommunities,

of a shallow,

trends that I have identified

of critique,

will

with

on the whole,

slide

the transforma-

should

particularly

expansion

the world

to this trend,

at

and pragmatically

futures.44

ways of knowing

if the progressive

for all organiza-

and a continuing

Such work

The latter,

dynamic

throughout

attention

However,

then

is the continuing

of non-Western

to draw

ways outlined.

education.

business-as-usual

influence

fling and extinction

worldview

approaches,

institutes

or predominantly

may need to explore

the already-powerful.

empowering

and mainstream

the past toward
hegemonic

with

critical,

research

interests may be ethnically
futurists

some of the
The first is its

are not necessarily

necessity

FS exclusively

a one-sided

and
for a

centres and instruments

scientific

is a structural

in the

change

searching

challenges.

Such associations

study suggests that placing
social and technical

by more socially

discipline

with the existing

the military.

futures.43 Thus mainstrain

tive possibilities
anced

major

large corporations,

in the long run if it perpetuates
dystopian

faces two

too close association

power,

a young

about

of its raison d’&tre, and also identified

and definition

and technical

I have depicted

bring

voices

and action-

and radically
But they

differ-

have not

in progress or those clearly
future on the basis of ignoron an unprecedented
of many

people

scale. It

all over

the

that have stimulated
the emergence of futures studies. It now needs to become a
more widely
accepted
body of knowledge
and be implemented
in a thousand

different ways in every culture.
If the Knowledge Base of Futures Studies can help to support and sustain this process
it will have served its purpose. It is, after all, a means toward this end, not an end in itself.
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Appendix 1
Summary of main sections of Volumes l-3
Studies, 1996
Volume

of The Knowledge Base of Futures

1: Foundations

Part 1: Origins
Part 2: Futures Concepts and Metaphors
Part 3: The Futures Literature
Part 4: The Foundations
Volume

of Futures Studies

2: Organizations,

Practices, Products

Part 1: Futures Organizations
Part 2: Futures Methods and Tools
Part 3: Images and Imaging Processes
Part 4: Social Innovations
Volume

3: Directions

and Outlooks

Part 1: New Directions
Part 2: The Outlook

and Futures

in Futures Thinking

for the New Millennium

Part 3: The Long View
Note: Volumes

1 and 2 clearly bear a close resemblance to the original model given

in Figure 1, above. However,
on ‘foundations’.

There

‘origins’

is a new element in Volume

is no section on practitioners

1, as is the section

at this point. However,

a future

volume is very likely to focus on them. Volume 3 is clearly new in terms of components
of the KBFS. It emerged as I saw how the work of many futures writers was oriented
toward the themes of developments in FS itself, the views ahead produced by FS and,
finally,

the emergence of longer-term

perspectives.

Other volumes

planned may cover

topics such as the following: individuals and organizations, future generations, normative
scenarios and futures in education. Other suggestions will be gratefully received by the
author.
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